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CHAPTER 1 
 
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Introduction  
 
This study focuses on the implementation of project crashing among contractors 
in Pahang. The goal of this chapter is to outline and provide briefing on the background 
of study, to explain and give understanding on the project crashing. This chapter also 
include the problem statement, the research objectives, research questions, scope of 
study, research methodology, operational definition, and the last one is the significance 
of study. 
 
1.2 Background of Study 
 
The process that needs to accelerate the construction projects completion is called 
schedule compression(Moselhi and Roofigari-Esfahan, 2013). That process can also be 
referred as project time reduction, least-cost expediting, project compression or schedule 
compression, least-cost scheduling, optimized scheduling, scheduling with time constraints, 
project acceleration and project time crashing or schedule crashing (Moselhi, 1993; 
Evensmo and Karlsen, 2008). 
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Project crashing is a method for shortening the project duration by reducing the time 
of one or more on the critical project activities to less than its normal activity time (Feng-
Tse, 2008). The objective of crashing is to reduce the project duration while minimizing the 
cost of crashing. Project crashing is also reducing the completion time of a project by 
sharply increasing manpower or other expenses. Rosenau and Githens (2005) state that 
crashing is spending more money on the project in order to speed up accomplishment of 
scheduled activities. However, the implementation of project crashing is not mostly use by 
Construction Company. As Chang et al. (2007) state that the owner is unusual to have the 
contractor to complete the project in a short time less than original duration with an extra 
work. 
 
Project managers use this method to compress project schedule in order to meet 
deadlines. According to Mohan (2008), if an owner require a contractor to complete all or 
certain work in a specified date as in contract, acceleration or compression of schedule will 
occurs.  
 
The goal of crashing is to reduce project duration at minimum cost. To reduce 
project duration while minimizing the cost of crashing, the project team should estimate 
require time, require the cost, crash time, crash cost for each activities. After that the team 
can estimate total crash time, total crash cost, the crash cost per week to reduce project 
duration at minimum cost. It aims to shorten the project schedule without changing the 
project scope of work, to meet schedule constraints and objectives (Moselhi and Roofigari-
Esfahan, 2012).  
 
It is the process by which duration of project is reduced by increasing the amount of 
resources allocated. Wei and Wang (2003) say that some measures can be consider in 
reducing the project duration are add extra personnel, additional equipment and overtime 
work. It is important to note that crashing is done only to critical activities. While allocating 
resources to critical activities, one needs to take into consideration the slack available in 
non-critical activities. This will help to make sure that crashing is not affecting the other 
activities of the project nor the project's scope.  
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1.3 Problem Statement 
 
Project crashing is used to reduce the project duration by assigning more resources 
to project activities. Project crashing are good and beneficial for the project to be completed 
in the shortest time. Despite the advantage provided by project crashing, the contractors 
agree that implementation of the schedule compression will cost more on money (Chang et 
al., 2007). This is in lieu with Thomas R. (2000), schedule acceleration and compression is 
a serious problem for contractors.  
  
The strategies to compress project time frame might include adding more staff or 
personnel, investing in development tools, improving hardware, or improving development 
methods. Addition to the resources is usually the first come in thought to accelerate the 
project. According to Mohan (2008), the resources might be equipment such as crane, labor 
which addition of an employee or doing a shift will be needed for work to be completed.  
 
In addition, project crashing can be considered as a scheduling technique that 
purposely used to accelerate or fasten the project in order to accomplish the main target of 
the project. This schedule compression method, also known as project time reduction, least-
cost expediting and time-cost trade-off, is somehow a challenging task in management 
(Moselhi and Roofigari-Esfahan, 2012). Although these methods provide the optimum 
solution, it is difficult to apply and involve considerable computational effort (Moselhi, 
1993; Que, 2002).  
 
According  to Kuhl and Tolentino-Pena (2008), managing and make a decision on 
cost in an effective must be done since crashing a project represents additional costs. Every 
crashing could cost more money and resources which serve as the main problem faced by a 
construction company. The duration may decrease but it takes more number of people 
working on those activities. New resources are not going to be familiar with the tasks at 
hand, so they will probably be less productive than the current team members.  
 
